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‘Twas the night before Christmas at TOCEye              
The doctors are home eating turkey and pie             
The office is quiet, with candles aglow,                        
The only people outside are men made of snow.  

What are you seeing this holiday season?                 
We help you see better and this is the reason;        
We hope you see family, we hope you see love        
We hope you see blessings that come from above 

Whatever you celebrate this month of December      
Wherever your home is, let us remember                    
though we see with our eyes (that’s what they’re for)             
It’s with our hearts we can see what matters more 

On dasher, on Dancer, pull Santa’s sleigh high,                    
tell Rudolph to shine through the fog in the sky.                                                       
From our family to yours, warm Holliday wishes             
May you experience joy, may your feasts be delicious  

Happy Holidays,                   

from our family to yours! 

 

 Did You Know? 

Reindeer are Red / Green color 

blind! Not only would Rudolph not 

know he had a red nose, he 

wouldn’t have been able to see 

holiday decorations very well either! 



    Am I a Candidate for LASEK? 

        Let’s Ask Dr. Basilice! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

What Dr. Basilice’s Wife, Dahna knows for sure: 

May We Seek Cures for the Sick,                                                                  

Help for the Hungry, Love for the Lonely,                                                           

Hope for the Future and Do All We Can                                                           

to Build for Bright Tomorrows. 

 

“In general, the ideal age of a patient to be a 
candidate for LASEK is 18 or over. The requirements start 
with healthy corneas and an eyeglass prescription that has 
not had a significant increase or change in the last year. 
There is no maximum age for Laser Vision Correction 
however; if you have signs of progressive cataracts another 
option for you would be Refractive Cataract Surgery. This 
too, can help to eliminate eyeglass use. People with certain 
medical conditions, chronic consumption of certain 
systemic medication and are/or trying to get pregnant are 
usually not candidates.  

Our Visex Advanced CustomVue laser has been FDA 
approved to correct up to the eighth order of visual 
aberration; including all types of prescriptions; high 
amounts of near sightedness, farsightedness, astigmatism 
and mixed astigmatism, therefore, majority of people who 
wear eye glasses for distance are candidates for Laser Vision 
Correction.”  

 

 

Happy Birthday to all those celebrating 

December Birthdays!  

 


